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Questions from the Field
Q: Update on iPad pilot
program?
A: https://
cgportal2.uscg.mil/
units/cgfac2/iPads/
SitePages/Home.aspx

Bennis Award
The solicitation period for
the 2015-2016 Rear Admiral Richard E. Bennis
Award applications is now
open! See the article in this
edition of WoW for more
information.

Feedback
We welcome any suggestions! Please submit comments to Mr. Ryan Owens
at:
Ryan.F.Owens@uscg.mil.

Input from the field in the form of practical questions on how to make
our enforcement programs work in view of real world challenges at the
unit level (where the work of implementing policies that are written
here at HQ gets done) is essential to the process of ensuring that regulatory, policy and program guidance is practical, user friendly and meets
the needs of our inspection and prevention field personnel.
TWIC
Q: There is technology out there to scan TWIC cards through the use
of smart phones and we would like this to be addressed along with
the feasibility of this being used at the sector.
A: CG-FAC is aware of this. At this time we are sending each unit
iPads and are testing scanners that can be attached to the iPads to
check TWIC cards. The application is extremely user friendly. You
will also be able to download the updated Canceled Card List if
WiFi is available upon opening the app.
Secure Area/Restricted Area
Q: Simplified definition of "Secure Area" and "Restricted Area" will
be very helpful in avoiding confusion in the field.
A: Restricted areas, according to 33 CFR 101.105, means "the infrastructures or locations identified in an area, vessel, or facility security assessment or by the operator that requires limited access and a
higher degree of security protection." Restricted areas may be inside or outside of a secure area and must comply with requirements
in 33 CFR 105.260. If a designated restricted area is located within
a secure area then the TWIC regulations also apply. A secure area
means the area on board a vessel or at a facility or outer continental
shelf facility over which the owner/operator has implemented security measures for access control in accordance with a Coast Guard
approved security plan. Facilities subject to 33 CFR 105, with approval of the Coast Guard, may designate only those portions of
their facility that are directly connected to maritime transportation
or are at risk of being involved in a transportation security incident
as their secure areas. All personnel seeking unescorted access to
designated secure areas are required to possess a TWIC.
Continued on Page 7
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Solicitation: Rear Admiral Richard E. Bennis
Award for excellence in maritime security
By Ryan Owens
The Coast Guard is opening up the solicitation period for nominations of the Rear
Admiral Richard E. Bennis Awards for Excellence in Maritime Security. This biannual award serves to highlight and recognize outstanding achievements and contributions of the maritime community with regards to implementation of Maritime
Transportation Security Act, or MTSA, requirements and other maritime security
best practices in safeguarding our nation’s maritime transportation system.
The intent is to recognize and encourage organizations demonstrating a true comprehensive culture of security, encourage organizations to assess their overall security program to identify strengths and weaknesses, seek creative solutions for addressing known risks, build a system of continuous improvement and share best
practices that would benefit similar organizations.

Award eligibility
Any marine transportation related organization owning, operating, or otherwise managing vessels, waterfront facilities, fleeting areas, or other entity engaged in maritime operations subject to Coast Guard maritime security regulations is eligible as an award applicant within one of the following categories:
Port Authority of the Year: Geographically located within the United States and engaged in maritime operations
Company of the Year: Offices geographically located within the United States, at least 25 percent of fleet called a
U.S. port at least once during the award period, and/or at least 25 percent of its MTSA regulated facilities geographically located within the United States
Facility of the Year: Geographically located within the United States and
regulated under MTSA
Award categories
Port Authority of the Year
Company of the Year - Large Business: 50 or more employees
Company of the Year - Small Business: 49 or fewer employees
Facility of the Year - Large Business: 50 or more employees
Facility of the Year - Small Business: 49 or fewer employees
Criteria
Applications will be evaluated on the following categories, in no particular order:
Partnerships: How the organization leads, develops, promotes and/or engages in maritime leadership and partnership activities to enhance Maritime Domain Awareness and share information with local, state and federal agencies and other commercial entities. Additionally, the organization’s ability and efforts to promote
supply chain security and contribute to an integrated security system with its customers, vendors and suppliers
may be considered. Examples of this include, but are not limited to, participation with the Area Maritime Se2

curity Committees, agreements with local response and law enforcement organizations, sharing of best practices with other port operators and incorporating security into contracts with suppliers, service providers and
other business partners.
People: How the organization instills a “culture of security” with employees throughout all levels of the organization. In other words, how the organization ensures employees understand the security policies, appreciate
their role in the overall security of the facility and incorporate that into their everyday responsibilities. Examples of this include, but are not limited to, training programs for security and non-security related personnel,
participation in professional security certification programs, drill and exercise programs and review of procedures and policies following any incidents.
Process: How the organization develops, manages, implements the plans, policies and procedures related to security. This also includes an organization’s ability to respond to changing conditions and continuously evaluate
and measure the effectiveness of their security program and respond appropriately. Examples of this include,
but are not limited to, quality management programs, 3rd party audits, use of industry standards or guidelines
and adapting to and incorporating new government regulations and policies.
Physical Security: This category considers factors such as the organization’s innovation, initiative and integration of physical security measures to meet specific security objectives and address identified vulnerabilities.
Examples of this include, but are not limited to, effective use of fencing, cameras, alarms, TWIC and other
physical security measures designed to safeguard personnel, prevent unauthorized access to equipment, installations, material and documents and to safeguard them against terrorism, espionage, sabotage, damage and
theft.
Other Security Activities: This category takes into consideration the spectrum and scope of different security
requirements appropriate for the various marine transportation related facilities regulated under MTSA that
may not be captured within the other categories. These include but are not limited to such topics as: information and cyber security, promoting seafarers access, balancing security with employee/customer privacy, antipiracy efforts, and port/facility resiliency and recovery capabilities.
Application procedures
Applications be submitted via email to ryan.f.owens@uscg.mil or mailed to: Commandant (CG-FAC) Office of
Port and Facility Compliance, ATTN: Rear Admiral Bennis Award, US Coast Guard Stop 7501, 2703 Martin
Luther King JR Ave SE, Washington, DC 20593-7501
Applications are limited to 30 pages to include all enclosures/attachments
Applications will be accepted from September 14, 2015 to January 15, 2016
If you have any questions, or comments
please contact the Mr. Ryan F. Owens at
ryan.f.owens@uscg.mil or call (202) 3721108.
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COTP Responsibility for Mobile Facilities
By LTJG Robert Bobuk
Mobile Facilities, why do they move throughout different COTP zones? Program Managers in CG-FAC-2 have received multiple questions regarding Mobile Facilities that operate in multiple COTP zones, and who is responsible for
completing the annual compliance
exams? Here is Programs recommendations to the question
at hand.
FAC-2 suggests that
the COTP Zone in
which the Owner/
Operator’s main office is located be
considered the Facility’s headquarters
and all tank trucks
conducting Marine
Transfer Operations
should be considered as individual
Facilities. The
COTP zone in which
the headquarters is
located will conduct
the annual 33 CFR 154 facility compliance exam by reviewing the Response Plans, Operations Manuals, and all other
required records that need to be kept. Along with this, all tank trucks used for marine transfers located at the headquarters should be examined during the
same visit. To allow for the proper
tracking of examinations, the COPT
zone in which the company is based
should enter each individual tank truck
into MISLE.

We recommend using the License
Plate Number as the FIN.
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Responsibility for the compliance examinations does not fall solely on the COTP zone with the company headquarters, it
is the responsibility of all COTP zones in which trucks operate to know what trucks are operating in their zone and to
ensure that Owner/Operators are updating and complying
with their response plans and ops manuals as necessary.
During transfer monitors and spot checks, inspectors should
also examine any truck(s) conducting Marine Transfer Operations within the COTP zone. Special consideration
should be given to the location where the transfer is being
conducted to ensure adequacy of the FRP and OPS manual
for the location of the transfer.
FAC-2 would like to stress the importance MISLE will have
once all Tank Trucks are entered and have their own FIN.
With trucks frequently operating in different zones it is important to track when examinations have been completed,
and to examine each truck for compliance. With the standardized tracking of ALL Tank Trucks any COTP zone will be
able to conduct a transfer monitor, or complete a spot check on mobile facilities as necessary, thus allowing the headquarters zone to focus mainly on the plans and paperwork instead of each individual truck.
If you need further clarification on this matter you may contact LTJG Robert Bobuk at (202) 372-1114 or MSTC Kevin
Collins at (202) 372-1127.
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PSS (Port/Recovery) Front End Analysis & Task Validation
Meetings
by Robert Reimann
Recently, CG-FAC has taken the lead in ownership of the Port (& Recovery) Security Specialist positions that were created out of
and resourced by the MTSA. Since the inception of these civilian positions, these members were physically and organizationally
placed within various divisions at the Sector level. Haphazard placement within the Sector organizational construct and the disparity of job descriptions had led to scope creep of job requirements. Last year, CG-FAC along with CG-121 distributed a new
standard PD for the GS-12 Security Specialist (Port) positions Coast Guard-Wide. In addition to this effort, CG-FAC is looking to
capture the PSS/PSSR jobs and other factors impacting their current world of work, in efforts to provide support the entire community.
At the request of CG-FAC and Force Readiness Command, the Performance Technology Center (PTC) at Yorktown, VA is conducting a New Performance Planning (NPP) Front End Analysis (FEA) for the
PSS/PSSR community. This analysis will develop a comprehensive job requirement task list and identify the performance support required for PPS/PSSR personnel to perform at an optimal level within the duties and responsibilities as outlined
by their position descriptions (PD). PTC Yorktown is conducting the analysis
within current Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for the Coast Guard’s Training System. The analysis is a systematic process for describing new performance;
determining inhibitors to competent performance; and recommending the skills and
knowledge (S/K), environmental (ENV), motivation/incentive (M/I) and assignment and selection (A/S) interventions
that must be put in place to help Coast
Guard workers achieve optimum performance.
On 22 June and 27 July, for a five day
period, Accomplished Performers
(APs) within the respective PSS/PSSR communities were invited to PTC Yorktown to
validate job accomplishments, major accomplishments and tasks that are then measured to establish performance interventions. This is accomplished through what's
known as a Task Validation Meeting (TVM). Afterwards within the NPP composition, a Job Task Analysis (JTA) will be performed. The data collected on each task is
then used in algorithms to make train/no train decision and determine under what circumstances job aided tasks require introductory or extensive training. The outcome of
a JTA usually results in the following performance intervention recommendations:
• No training required
• Job aid
• On-the-job training
• Job aid with introductory training
• Job aid with extensive training
• Train to memory
Looking at one’s job performance determines what should or should not be included in a training program, how much will be
taught, the instructional sequence and what will be evaluated. All deliverables and milestones are on track as promulgated in the
agreement CG-FAC has with PTC Yorktown. The FEA is tentatively scheduled for delivery by the end of November and CGFAC will be passing on status reports as needed.

Questions from the Field (Continued from Page 1)
Container Seals
Q: Non-availability of container seals & stickers- do we have a long-term solution?
A: Not a simple solution. We are working on a long term answer. We ordered 2,000 HOLD stickers and CITAT has
them in hand. Units can contact CITAT and they will send them out. We will be ordering another 3,000 stickers
soon.
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CG-FAC WORKING WITH OUR INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS ON
MANAGEMENT OF MARPOL WASTES AT US PORTS AND
TERMINALS
CG-FAC manages the Coast Guard’s Certificate of
Adequacy (COA) which implements important international regulations and ensures U.S. compliance with MARPOL (the International Convention
for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships) at U.S.
ports and facilities. CG-FAC Safety Branch staff
recently attended the annual meeting of the Subcommittee on Ships and marine technology-Marine
environment protection (SC2) of the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO/TC8/SC2) in
Hamburg Germany.
While CG-FAC supports other offices within the
Coast Guard and its interagency partners on a wide
ISO/TC8/SC2 Delegates in Hamburg Germany in July included national
range of issues related to marine environmental
standards organization representatives from Germany, Norway, Denprotection and enforcement, in the past several
mark, Netherlands, Japan, Korea, China, United States, the European
years it has taken a lead role in the development of Maritime Safety Agency, and Observers from the shipping industry and
the waste management industry and classification societies.
international standards for ensuring MARPOL
compliance. ISO Standards are not mandatory but
are universally recognized guidance on best practices, latest available technologies, and technical operating
guidance for use by both Government experts and the regulated shipping community. ISO committees are
made up of experts from around the world representing their national standards organization with membership and voting rights at ISO which is based in Geneva. The Coast Guard and the Maritime Administration
have typically taken the lead in representing the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) for the US
Delegation to Annual meetings of SC2 and the ISO Technical Committee (TC8).
ISO standards often fill the gap between acceptance of international regulations that impose treaty obligations (like those found in MARPOL and its Annexes) and implementing and enforcement legislation enacted
by states party to the Convention, a sometimes lengthy process. This is especially true when Amendments to
MARPOL Annexes are adopted at IMO and can come into force in as little as a year. In the past several
years, these Amendments to MARPOL have included a major shift in how ship’s waste is managed aboard
ship, and how port states operate port reception facilities in compliance with MARPOL.
With CG-FAC taking a leadership role chairing an ISO/TC8/SC2 Work Group, ISO took up the task of completing an ISO standard in 2009 (ISO 21070) on Ship’s Waste Management and in 2011 published ISO
16304, on operating and management of port reception facilities. Both of these standards are being updated
with new editions incorporating the most recent Amendments to MARPOL Annexes and the Coast Guard
continues in its leadership role, working closely with its international partners. The agenda in Hamburg this
past month included a complete review for the new editions and a new project proposal for a technical standard on shipboard incinerators which includes previous work completed by CG-ENG. Working with ISO on
such standards helps ensure that international standards, and subsequent legislation and enforcement policy,
harmonizes with existing U.S. regulatory schemes, and helps maintain key relationships and promotes essential collaboration with our international partners.
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Office of Port and Facilities Compliance
Contact List
Office Chief
Captain Andrew Tucci

202 372-1080

Domestic Ports (CG-FAC-1)
CDR Nick Wong
Mr. Ryan Owens
Ms. Etta Morgan
Ms. Marilynn Small

202-372-1107
202-372-1108
202-372-1120
202-372-1092

Port Resiliency/Recovery Branch
LCDR Christopher Pisares
Mr. Rogers Henderson
Mr. Chris Dougherty
LT Niya Williams

202-372-1116
202-372-1105
202-372-1157
202-372-1166

Critical Infrastructure (MTSR, Cyber Security, & PSS Training)
LCDR Josh Rose
202-372-1106
LT Josephine Long
202-372-1109
Mr. Geoff White
202-372-1141
Mr. Robert Reimann
202-372-1146
Cargo and Facilities (CG-FAC-2)
CDR Jeff Morgan
Mr. Jim Bull

202-372-1171
202-372-1144

Facility Safety (explosive handling, containers, COAs)
LCDR Darwin Jenson
LTJG Robert Bobuk
MSTC Kevin Collins
Mr. David Condino

202-372-1130
202-372-1114
202-372-1127
202-372-1145

Facility Security (MTSA)
LCDR Brian McSorley
LCDR Jennifer Osburn
Mr. Casey Johnson
Ms. Betty McMenemy

202-372-1131
202-372-1132
202-372-1134
202-372-1122

TWIC Implementation
LCDR Brett Thompson
LT Bill Gasperetti

202-372-1136
202-372-1139

Security Standards (Regulation Development)
LCDR Kevin McDonald
LT Cal Fless

202-372-1168
202-372-1151

USCG TWIC Help Desk

202-372-1139
TWIC.HQ@uscg.mil

CG-FAC Links
www:
Portal:
Homeport:
TWIC (Portal):

http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg5/cg544/default.asp
https://cgportal2.uscg.mil/units/cgfac2/SitePages/Home.aspx
Homeport> Mission> Maritime Security or Ports and Waterways
https://cgportal2.uscg.mil/communities/twic-discussion/SitePages/Home.aspx
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